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Tech Corner:  
Human Body vs. Charged Device Models
Electrostatic discharges (otherwise called ESD events) have different characteristics, 

and these characteristics determine the effect these discharges have on ESD-sensitive 

devices, such as semiconductors and magnetic heads. 

The ESD Association (www.esda.org) has defined three basic models of discharge: 

Human Body Model (HBM), Charged Device Model (CDM) and Machine Model 

(MM). Each model is meant to emulate particular discharge properties, such as the 

rise and fall times of the discharge current waveform. HBM, for example, emulates 

a discharge from a charged human body, which, electrically, is a combination of 

the capacitance of a human body and resistance of skin touching the component. 

An operator handling a device with tweezers does not fall under HBM. Even more 

interesting, discharge simulators for HBM use metal contacts. While making the 

discharge repeatable, this removes the validity of correlation between the model and 

real-life situation events. CDM emulates a discharge from a small charged device, 

such as an integrated circuit that is suspended on a vacuum pick and then placed on a 

metal surface, such as copper pads on the circuit board during assembly. 

In reality, there are many more types of discharges reflecting different situations. 

In real-life situations, one needs to keep in mind that in every instance the actual 

properties of discharge would differ from the specified models.

In the past, the dominant discharge model affecting devices in production was HBM. 

Electronics assembly was predominately a manual operation, and the operators 

handled the devices by hand. A poorly grounded operator would develop a static 

charge, and during contact with the part, the charge would discharge, damaging the 

component in the process. Today, the manual operation is an endangered species 

– the ratio of manual vs. automated operations is constantly shifting in favor of the 

latter. In an automated process, the only time the operator would normally touch the 

device is when the device is defective and needs to be removed from the process. 

The most relevant discharge model in today’s automated production is CDM. 

Whenever a device is lifted from a tray or other transport, it is most likely charged 

(this happens whether the transport is antistatic or not). When such a charged device 

is placed on a PC board or any conductive surface inside the tool, a CDM-type event 

may occur. Even when an operator is involved using a vacuum pick to handle the 

device, the discharge is still largely of the CDM type. 

Of course, there are occasions where the Machine Model or other more exotic 

models would apply, but statistically, CDM is the most frequently applied model in 

production. Roger Pierce of ESD Technical Services states that “… 99.9 percent of all 

real world ESD failures are due to the CDM” ( Evaluation Engineering, Nov. 2002).
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Why It Matters
What importance does it have on establishing and maintaining a safe ESD 

environment in production? Different models affect devices in a different way. HBM 

is a relatively slow discharge – its rise time is limited by the high resistance of human 

skin and in real life is in an approximate range of 10 to 30 nanoseconds (metal-

contact HBM simulators offer 2 to 10 nS range). 

CDM is a very fast discharge – its rise time is defined by extremely low impedance 

of metal-to-metal contact, almost no inductance of contacts to speak of, and low self-

capacitance of the device. The rise time of a CDM event is in the sub-nanosecond 

range and is thought to be as short as 65 picoseconds. When energy from a relatively 

slow discharge enters the device, this energy has time to dissipate throughout the 

lead frame and the substrate of the device. However, when a fast discharge occurs, 

its energy does not have sufficient time to dissipate before the immediate area of 

the device adjacent to the pin rapidly overheats and explodes, producing the all-too-

familiar craters and blown-up traces. 

In relative terms, the CDM-type damage threshold is often 10 to 20 times lower than 

the one for an HBM-type discharge. If an HBM-type discharge causes damage at 

2000V, it is not uncommon to have the same component damaged by a 100 to 150V 

CDM event.

Why then are many standards and specifications still focused on HBM rather than 

on the much-more relevant CDM model? Inertia. It takes years to push any standard 

through the system, and there is always a reluctance to change established practices. 

What to Do About It
First, analyze your production process and determine which model is most relevant 

for you. It may be that in some areas of your manufacturing CDM is prevalent, and in 

some others, HBM. Analyze the actual contact with the parts – even if the parts are 

being handled by an operator: Are they handled directly by hand or by a hand tool 

such as tweezers or a vacuum pick? A tool that can help with your analysis is the 3M™ 

ESD Pro Event Detector, which has a special mode to identify CDM-type events and 

filter out other types of EMI and ESD events.

Second, set your requirements for static voltage in the environment and for the 

strength of discharges based on the most sensitive part in your production, keeping in 

mind the applicable discharge models. 

Third, understand your factory’s growth. Today the assembly may be manual, but 

tomorrow it may be replaced by machines. 

Above all, manage your ESD environment based on solid facts that are relevant to 

actual ESD exposure to your ESD-sensitive devices.
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